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Abstract. Based on a toy model for a trivial socioeconomic system, we demonstrate that the activation-
type mechanism of the epidemic-resource coupling can lead to the collapsing effect opposite to thermal
explosion. We exploit a SIS-like (susceptible-infected-susceptible) model coupled with the dynamics of
average economic resource for a group of active economic agents. The recovery rate of infected individuals
is supposed to obey the Arrhenius-like law, resulting in a mutual negative feedback between the number
of active agents and resource acquisition. The economic resource is associated with the average amount
of money or income per agent and formally corresponds to the effective market temperature of agents,
with their income distribution obeying the Boltzmann–Gibbs statistics. A characteristic level of resource
consumption is associated with activation energy. We show that the phase portrait of the system features
a collapse phase, in addition to the well-known disease-free and endemic phases. The epidemic intensified
by the increasing resource deficit can ultimately drive the system to a collapse at nonzero activation
energy because of limited resource. We briefly discuss several collapse mitigation strategies involving either
financial instruments like subsidies or social regulations like quarantine.

1 Introduction

Systemic shocks like the outbreak of epidemics and con-
tagion spreading inevitably lead to negative socioeco-
nomic outcomes [1]. A dramatic example is the spread
of COVID-19 that had a domino effect on both the
social and economic levels. Different countries and
governments resorted to different mitigation strategies
and quarantine measures [2]. Countries with a higher
resource level (economic or financial) could use stricter
quarantine measures, while for countries with lower
resources, the use of such measures led to the economic
collapse, at least for a number of industries and/or
social groups. The problem of strategy selection reduces
to problems of optimal control theory for feedback sys-
tems [3–5] or to the theory of games in a more general
case [6–8]. The use of one or another action strategy
reduces to the classical problem of choice [9], i.e., to the
definition of the sacrifice, when the salvation of some-
one or something is only possible at the expense of the
other one. Implementing proper control strategies based
on complexity science can help to save human lives [10].

Population systems, as well as the economic ones,
can exhibit critical behaviors or instabilities [11,12].
For population systems, such behaviors can be trig-
gered by the onset and spreading of an epidemic when
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many individuals become infected by some contagion
[13]. The dynamics of epidemic-like processes is deter-
mined by transitions between the inner states of indi-
viduals, such as susceptible, infected, ill, recovered, etc.
It is usually described in terms of mean numbers of
individuals in these states. For economic systems, crit-
ical behaviors can be triggered by the onset of a finan-
cial crisis or bankruptcy spreading [14] when many eco-
nomic agents lose their money, income, or wealth. Such
processes are described by another dynamical variable,
usually associated with money, and are characterized
by the distribution of money or income among eco-
nomic agents. The equilibrium distribution of money
or income in systems of economic agents was shown to
obey the Boltzmann–Gibbs statistics [15–19] or, in a
more general form, Planck and Bose-like distributions
[19–22]. In this case, the average amount of money or
income per agent is associated with the effective tem-
perature, which is sometimes called the economic or
market temperature [15]. The crisis state in such sys-
tems is regarded, in particular, as the one corresponding
to the Bose–Einstein condensate-like state [20–24].

If economic agents can also be susceptible to some
contagion and their state of being ill/healthy means the
state of being passive/active from the economic view-
point, then the following questions arise: (i) what is the
effect of agent’s transition from the active state to the
passive one on the agent’s income? and (ii) how does
the passive-to-active transition rate depend on agent’s
income or other economic resource?
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In what follows, we will consider some selected group
of economic agents as a particular example of a socioe-
conomic system. We identify the agent’s resource with
the amount of money or income the agent possesses.
The agent’s state is determined by the amount of
agent’s resource and by two inner states—the active
and passive ones.

In this context, a general problem of interest is to
describe the dynamical response of a socioeconomic
system being initially in equilibrium on an epidemic-
like shock or, more precisely, on an applied “external
field” such as contagion. This field results in transitions
between two agent states (active and passive). To be
consistent, it would be desirable to exploit the kinetic
approach based on the Boltzmann equation, where the
collision mechanism of epidemic spreading [25] as well
as the resource or money redistribution [17,26,27] could
appropriately be taken into account. Usually, such non-
equilibrium processes are described using a more simple
approach based on evolution equations for the averaged
variables [28,29], such as the mean numbers of active
(susceptible) and passive (infected) individuals in popu-
lation and average resource, which formally corresponds
to the market temperature. As a matter of fact, collision
mechanisms determine the form or symmetry of equa-
tions for the averaged variables and the correspond-
ing rate constants, such as transmission rate, recovery
rate, production rate, etc. To describe the socioeco-
nomic interplay, we have to make some assumptions
about the mechanism of coupling between the spread-
ing process and resource.

The resource’s influence on the spreading process
can naturally be taken into account by means of
the resource-dependent recovery rate [30,31], which is
one of the basic parameters in many spreading mod-
els [33]. In particular, it can approximately be fitted
from empirical data as a function of the ratio between
the infected population size and the average amount
of resource devoted to infected individuals [31]. An
infection-reduced recovery rate was also considered in
Ref. [32] as a monotonically decreasing function of the
fraction of infected individuals. On the other hand, the
influence of the spreading process on resource can be
taken into account in different ways, depending on the
economic model adopted. Such an economic model can
imply either the direct load on resource (depending on
the infected population size) or indirect mechanisms
like taxes, etc.

The simplest example of the epidemic-resource cou-
pling was demonstrated for the basic susceptible-
infected-susceptible (SIS) epidemic model, where the
recovery rate was set dependent on the resource (bud-
get) availability [30]. A sufficiently wide class of model
coupling functions was introduced to take into account
the influence of the budget on the recovery rate. The
counter effect on the budget was of direct and almost
reciprocal character described by the same model func-
tion. The epidemic was shown to spiral out of con-
trol into “explosive” spread if the cost of recovery was
above some critical cost. The similar explosive conta-

gion spreading can also be observed in more complex
network systems [34–36].

In this work, we consider a possibility for the cou-
pling mechanism in the epidemic-resource system to be
of activation type, with the recovery rate governed by
the Arrhenius-like law. We show that such a coupling
can lead to the system collapse caused by an epidemic
shock.

The recovery rate is generally determined by the
quality of provision with medical services and food,
apart from the individual peculiarities of the given
member of population. The quickest recovery depends
on the cost of medical services and the bare subsistence
level of consumption E, as well as on the availability
of resource for the given economic agent. Since the cost
of services is fixed, the service is terminated if there
is no sufficient resource. In other words, the parameter
E serves as the height of some energy barrier peculiar
to the given system. Therefore, we can suppose that
the recovery rate, i.e., the mean frequency of transition
from the agent’s passive state to the active one, has
an activation-type dependence, similar to the temper-
ature dependence of common activation processes with
activation energy E [37–39].

In physical systems, the rate of over-barrier tran-
sitions is usually determined by the Arrhenius expo-
nential factor exp(−E/kBT ) resulting from the Boltz-
mann statistics [39], where T is temperature and kB is
Boltzmann constant. The transition rate γ can roughly
be estimated using an equilibrium particle distribution
function f(ε):

γ ≈
∫ ∞

E

g(ε)f(ε) d ε,

where the factor g(ε) takes into account a depen-
dence of the elementary transition probability, attempt
frequency, density of states, etc. on particle energy
ε. When this dependence is weak, we have γ ≈
γ 0

∫ ∞
E

f(ε) d ε. In the case of Boltzmann statistics, this
integral (which identifies the probability that the parti-
cle energy is greater than the activation energy E) gives
the Arrhenius exponential factor.

On the other hand, as was shown by Drăgulescu
and Yakovenko [15], the equilibrium distribution of
income or money m for single economic agents is also
governed by the exponential Boltzmann law, f(m) =
T−1 exp(−m/T ), at least for low- and middle-income
classes [17,18,40]. Here, the effective temperature T =
〈m〉 is associated with the average amount of money or
average income per economic agent.

The above points enable us to rewrite the recovery
rate in the Arrhenius-like form, namely

γ(ρ) = γ 0 exp(−E/ρ), (1)

where resource ρ ≡ T is the average amount of money
or average income per economic agent. Although the
factor γ 0 generally depends on ρ, we set it to be con-
stant for the sake of simplicity. The activation energy
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E corresponds to the minimum level of resource con-
sumption. By analogy to the cumulative distribution of
purchasing power introduced in Ref. [15], the recovery
rate given by Eq. (1) can formally be regarded as the
cumulative distribution function of resource consump-
tion associated with the fight against the epidemic.

The activation process described by the Arrhenius-
like law (1) implies that the system can exhibit the
so-called explosive (or catastrophic) instability [41].
For example, when a chemical reaction occurs with
the release of heat and has an activation character, it
goes faster at higher temperatures. This leads to yet
greater temperature increase and ultimately to a ther-
mal explosion, which is described in the framework of
the Zel’dovich–Frank-Kamenetskii theory [42–45].

The fight against the epidemic involves similar catas-
trophic processes. The spread of epidemic and the asso-
ciated quarantine measures result in the reduction of
the collective resource ρ. When resource is depleted, the
quality of medical services drops and the recovery rate
goes down. As a result, the number of active members
in population decreases. This, in turn, leads to a fur-
ther reduction of the collective resource, with the level
of income needed for the basic survival being lower and
lower. Such a scenario finally results in the ultimate
collapse of the system—the effect opposite to thermal
explosion.

To illustrate that the activation mechanism for the
recovery rate can result in the epidemic-driven collapse
dynamics, we resort to a simple SIS-like toy model
supplemented with resource equation, supposing that
the epidemic-resource coupling is of activation type
[Eq. (1)]. This model describes the temporal coevolu-
tion of the mean number of active agents and the aver-
age resource or market temperature for some selected
social group.

2 Basic equations for an epidemic-resource
system

Our model is based on the simplest SIS model (as in
Refs. [11,13,30,32]), where a certain group of individ-
uals or economic agents is divided into two subgroups:
active and passive ones in the economic sense. Active
agents can be infected with some contagion and pass
into the passive state being, e.g., ill. In terms of the
classical SIS model, active agents correspond to the
susceptible ones, and passive agents correspond to the
infected ones.

Susceptible individuals are infected at some trans-
mission rate β, which is defined as a product of the
contact rate and the probability that a contact of an
infected individual with a susceptible individual results
in transmission. Infected (passive) individuals recover
and become susceptible (active) again with recovery
rate γ given by relation (1). It implies that the recovery
process is governed by the general economic situation
characterized by the average resource ρ (market tem-

perature) and activation parameter E, which identifies
the minimum level of resource consumption. The corre-
sponding mathematical model is given by the following
two ODEs:

∂ ts = −β s
(
1 − s

)
+ γ(ρ)

(
1 − s

)
, (2a)

∂ tρ = Gs − Γρ + Λ. (2b)

The operator ∂ t stands for the derivative with respect
to time t. Here, s is the number density of susceptible
individuals (active agents) and i = 1 − s is the num-
ber density of infected individuals (passive agents). The
total number of susceptible and infected individuals is
assumed to be constant.

The function ρ represents the average resource asso-
ciated with the average amount of money or income
per economic agent. The acquisition of this resource
per unit time is proportional to the number density of
active (working) agents, s. The acquisition rate G for-
malizes the resource amount acquired by them per unit
time. Note that here, in line with the comments made in
Refs. [15,17,18], we suppose that money cannot actu-
ally be produced (the total money balance remains con-
stant) and, therefore, use the term “resource acquisition
rate” rather than “resource production rate.” The for-
mer term was used, in particular, in Ref. [46] to describe
a rate at which the agents acquire resources from the
environment in a stochastic resource-based model.

The second term, Γ ρ, formally describes the collec-
tive expenses or taxes. Roughly speaking, the expenses
are assumed to be proportional to earnings. Thus, the
coefficient Γ represents the resource consumption rate.

The parameter Λ represents a resource source (con-
stant resource inflow into the system from some exter-
nal reservoir) or a resource sink (constant resource out-
flow from the system). When Λ > 0, resource is fed into
the system (e.g., in the form of subsidies) from some
external source, e.g., a central bank or central govern-
ment. In this case, our resource balance equation is in
accord with an equation for the budget constraint in the
macroeconomic model considered in Ref. [47]. A similar
equation for the resource dynamics with resource con-
sumption and constant resource inflow was analyzed in
Ref. [48] in application to a system of interacting agents
that exploit a common pool resource. When Λ < 0,
resource flows out from the system, e.g., in the form
of infrastructure expenses, depreciation, rent, interest
payments, or other fixed expenses that do not depend
on the agent’s state. The case of negative Λ was also dis-
cussed in Ref. [30], but in contrast to the budget equa-
tion considered therein, we consider the indirect influ-
ence of the epidemic on resource via taxes, collective
expenses, or infrastructure. Finally, a resource exchange
model with negative Λ describing interest returns was
considered in Ref. [15].

It should be noted that our group of agents is an open
subsystem embedded in a broader system. As a matter
of fact, Eq. (2b) describes the average balance of money
redistribution between our subsystem and the environ-
ment (external reservoir). In this subsystem, money is
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not produced (e.g., by printing), but is supplied from
the external subsystem. In general, the term Λ should
also depend on dynamical variables, in particular on
s and i, but this average flow is determined by the
total number of agents in the group, which is constant,
s + i = 1. As a result, Λ behaves as a permanent exter-
nal source or sink in Eq. (2b). This equation formally
corresponds to the equation of the average heat balance
between the system and its environment.

Our point of interest is the dynamical response of
the socioeconomic system described by Eqs. (2) and
being initially in the equilibrium state s0 = 1 and
ρ0 = (G + Λ)/Γ on an epidemic-like shock caused by
the emergence of some contagion. In the framework of
our simple model, a formal field associated with con-
tagion is absent. In general, eliminating a field that
interacts with particles results in an induced particle–
particle interaction and a memory effect (see, e.g., Refs.
[49–51]). In our case, this induced interaction between
the agents affects the agent’s inner state and is formally
represented by the phenomenological collision term
∝ s(1 − s) in Eq. (2a), where any possible agent-agent
correlations and memory effects are absent. It is the
interaction that drives the system out of equilibrium.
In this regard, the system’s response on the contagion
field can be considered in terms of system’s response on
a perturbation of initial conditions at t = 0:

s(0) = s0 − δs(0) = 1 − δs(0), ρ(0) = ρ0, (3)

where δs(0) = i(0) is the initial number density of
infected individuals. It should be noted that since
Eqs. (2) admit not only the parametric instability but
also the instability with respect to initial conditions,
we shall also take into consideration a possible initial
resource perturbation ρ(0) = ρ0 − δρ(0).

In the case of unlimited resource (E � ρ), Eq. (2a)
for s reduces to the basic SIS model, whose solutions are
well studied [28,29]. This model is due to Kermack and
McKendrick [52,53]; it is also known as the Schlögl I
model describing autocatalytic chemical reactions [54].
The SIS model can also be derived as the mean-field
approximation to more general network models [13,33].

Let us investigate the effect of nonzero activa-
tion parameter E (activation energy) on the coupled
epidemic-resource dynamics described by system (2).
We first consider the simplest case with no resource
inflow or outflow (Λ = 0). The case of nonzero Λ is
considered afterwards.

3 Analysis

3.1 No resource inflow or outflow (Λ = 0)

We first consider the simplest case with no resource
inflow or outflow (Λ = 0). As we understand, if there
are no systemic shocks like an epidemic, there exists a
stationary equilibrium state with ρ = ρ0 = const. It
is called the disease-free equilibrium and is given by a

Fig. 1 Phase diagram for the coupled epidemic-resource
system with no resource inflow or outflow (Λ = 0). The
system given by Eqs. (2) can occupy three different states
(phases): (I) disease-free, (II) endemic, and (III) collapse.
The phases are determined by the basic reproduction num-
ber R0 = β/ γ 0 (epidemic factor) and resource factor
E = E/ ρ0 (necessary resource / initial resource). Phase (I)
and phase (II) coexist with phase (III). The system col-
lapses at any initial conditions {s(0), ρ(0)} when E > Eb [see
Eq. (7)]. The system evolves to the endemic state at suffi-
ciently small perturbations of equilibrium initial conditions,
δs(0) � 1 and δρ(0) � 1 [see Eq. (3)] when Ee < E � Ec and
R0 � e−1 (with Ec and Ee given by Eqs. (5) and (6), respec-
tively). When E � Ee, the system returns to the disease-
free equilibrium at sufficiently small perturbations of equi-
librium initial conditions or otherwise collapses

trivial stationary solution to Eqs. (2), namely, s0 = 1,
ρ0 = G/Γ.

In the case of epidemic, the system can go out from
the disease-free equilibrium, with resource decreasing.
Indeed, apart from the disease-free trivial solution ρ0,
another stationary solution to the equation for ρ is
given by ρ∗ = Gs∗/Γ, where s∗ is given by the fol-
lowing transcendental equation:

s∗ ln (R0s
∗) = −E , (4)

provided that s∗ > 0. The dimensionless parameter
R0 = β/ γ 0 is well known as the basic reproduction
number. It defines the average number of transmissions
one infected individual makes in the entire susceptible
compartment during the entire time of being infected.
The dimensionless parameter E = E/ρ0 is the activa-
tion energy normalized by the stationary resource value
ρ0.

When E = 0, Eq. (4) has one solution, s∗ = R−1
0

(since s∗ �= 0). It is stable at R0 > 1 and defines the
endemic equilibrium point. Thus, as it is well known
for the case of unlimited resource E = 0, the disease-
free equilibrium is stable when R0 � 1, and there is no
epidemic outbreak [28,29]. When R0 > 1, the disease-
free equilibrium is unstable, and the system evolves to
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the new equilibrium state {s∗, ρ∗} called the endemic
equilibrium.

When E > 0, there are several possible cases. For
0 < E < Ec and R0 � e−1, with

Ec = (eR0)
−1

, (5)

Eq. (4) has two solutions: s∗
1 > Ec (which defines the

endemic equilibrium point) and 0 < s∗
2 < Ec (which

is always unstable). For E = Ec, there is one solution
s∗
1,2 = Ec. Finally, there are no real solutions for E > Ec.
Besides the condition 0 < E � Ec, the endemic

equilibrium point should also meet the requirement of
s∗ < 1, which effectively implies that E > Ee, where

Ee = − ln R0. (6)

The same relation can be obtained from the stability
analysis of the disease-free stationary solution s0 = 1.
The disease-free equilibrium is stable at E � Ee and
unstable at E > Ee.

In the case E > 0, system (2) also possesses another
stable stationary solution given by s∗

c = 0, ρ∗
c → 0.

This means that at any nonzero E and R0, there exist
such initial conditions {s(0), ρ(0)} that the system col-
lapses (s → 0) because of resource depletion (ρ → 0).
When E � Ee, the stationary point s∗

c = 0 coexists
with the disease-free equilibrium s0 = 1. The system
evolves to one of these two points, depending on initial
conditions {s(0), ρ(0)}. Similarly, the stationary point
s∗

c = 0 coexists with the endemic equilibrium s∗ when
Ee < E � Ec and R0 � e−1. For all other E and R0, the
system collapses at any initial conditions.

Thus, relations (5) and (6) define two critical curves
Ec(R0) and Ee(R0) in the (R0, E) plane which deter-
mine the evolution scenario for dynamical system (2).
Depending on the values of parameters R0 and E , the
system can evolve into three possible states (phases):
(I) disease-free equilibrium, (II) endemic equilibrium, or
(III) collapse. Figure 1 shows the corresponding phase
diagram. The bottom of the collapse domain is defined
by a curve

Eb =
{Ec(R0), R0 � e−1,

Ee(R0), R0 < e−1.
(7)

The point of contact A = (e−1, 1) between the curves
Ec(R0) and Ee(R0) defines a triple point between phases
(I), (II), and (III).

The above analysis is supported by the results of
numerical integration of Eqs. (2) demonstrated in
Fig. 2.

When E = 0, the dynamics of system (2) follows the
basic SIS model. It evolves to the state of disease-free
equilibrium at R0 � 1 (Fig. 2a) and to the state of
endemic equilibrium at R0 > 1 (Fig. 2e).

When E > 0, some part of resource is consumed, and
the number of susceptible (active) individuals decreases
(Fig. 2f). There is a critical value Ee defined by for-
mula (6) at which the system evolves to the endemic

equilibrium even at R0 < 1 (Fig. 2b). This scenario is
impossible in the basic SIS model. For the activation
energies larger than the critical value Ec defined by for-
mula (5), the endemic equilibrium is no longer stable
and the system collapses to the state s∗

c = 0, ρ∗
c → 0

(Fig. 2c,d). This means that all the individuals become
infected (passive) and there is no resource to reverse
the epidemic back. The same scenario is observed in the
case R0 > 1 (Fig. 2g,h). Note that the endemic equi-
librium shown in Fig. 2b,f coexists with the collapse
point, the system’s dynamics switching from endemic
to collapse at small s(0) and ρ(0).

When E is above the critical value Ec but still close to
it, the system first tries to occupy the quasi-stationary
endemic state (which no longer exists). This process can
take quite a long time and then the system finally col-
lapses (Fig. 2c,g). It resembles the well-known “devil’s
staircase” pattern [55]. At larger activation energies,
the collapse is very fast with no intermediate quasi-
stationary evolution (Fig. 2d,h).

Thus, the system collapses at sufficiently high R0 =
β/ γ 0 (high transmission rate β or low recovery rate
constant γ 0) and/or sufficiently high E = E/ρ0 (high
activation energy E or low initial equilibrium resource
ρ0). Otherwise, the system occupies either the disease-
free equilibrium or endemic equilibrium. An addi-
tional resource deficit (large initial resource fluctuations
δρ(0)) can also lead to a collapse.

3.2 Constant resource inflow (Λ > 0)

Here, we will show that the ultimate collapse considered
in the previous subsection is not possible when Λ > 0.
On the other hand, there can coexist several distinct
endemic phases that turn into the single endemic phase
and the collapse phase in the limit Λ → 0.

Positive Λ formally means constant resource inflow
(e.g., in the form of subsidies) into the system from
some external reservoir, e.g., a central bank or central
government. This process is analogous to an influx of
energy into a thermodynamical system from external
sources. Nonzero Λ breaks the symmetry of the equa-
tion for ρ, so that the collapse point s∗

c = 0, ρ∗
c → 0

might no longer be its stationary solution. Indeed, the
stationary solution to this equation at Λ > 0 is

ρ∗ =
G (s∗ + sΛ)

Γ
, (8)

with ρ∗ > 0 for any s∗ � 0. The parameter sΛ = Λ/G
defines the number density of active agents that would
need to stay working to generate the amount of resource
that is fed to the system from the external reservoir in
the form of subsidies.

The stationary number density s∗ of active agents is
given by the transcendental equation

(s∗ + sΛ) ln (R0s
∗) = −E (1 + sΛ) , (9)
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(a)

(b) (c)

(e)

(g)

(d)

(h)

Fig. 2 Temporal dynamics of the coupled epidemic-resource system described by Eqs. (2). The plots show the time behavior
of the number density s of susceptible (active) individuals and normalized resource function � = ρ/ρ0 for different regimes:
disease-free, endemic, and (stair-like) collapse. Each plot is characterized by certain values of parameters R0 and E . Here,
τ = γ 0 t is dimensionless time, Γ/γ 0 = 0.2, and Λ = 0 (no resource inflow or outflow). The initial conditions are i(0) = 0.1,
�(0) = 1. When E = 0, the system evolves to (a) disease-free equilibrium at R0 < 1 and (e) endemic equilibrium at R0 > 1.
When E > 0, the system evolves either to the endemic equilibrium (phase II in Fig. 1) both for (b) R0 < 1 and (f) R0 > 1
or collapses (phase III in Fig. 1). When E is above the critical value Ec given by Eq. (5) but still close to it, the system first
tries to occupy the quasi-stationary endemic state (which no longer exists). This process can take quite a long time and
then the system finally collapses both for (c) R0 < 1 and (g) R0 > 1 (stair-like collapse). At larger activation energies, the
collapse is very fast with no intermediate quasi-stationary evolution both for (d) R0 < 1 and (h) R0 > 1

where E = E/ρ0 and ρ0 = (G+Λ)/Γ is the equilibrium
disease-free resource value in the case when there is no
epidemic (s0 = 1). In contrast to Eq. (4), this equation
always has one or several solutions for any E � 0 and
sΛ > 0.

When sΛ > s
(c)
Λ , with

s
(c)
Λ = (e2R0)−1, (10)

Eq. (9) always has one solution. This solution is sta-
ble for E > Ee, with the critical point Ee given by for-
mula (6). Thus, the system evolves to the disease-free
equilibrium {s0, ρ0} (phase I) at E � Ee and to the state
of endemic equilibrium {s∗, ρ∗} (phase II) at E > Ee for
any initial conditions {s(0), ρ(0)}. The corresponding
phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3a.

When sΛ < s
(c)
Λ , Eq. (9) has one, two, or three solu-

tions, depending on E and R0. At sufficiently small
E , there is only one solution, s∗

+, which is close to
s∗ = R−1

0 . As E increases and passes through a crit-
ical point

E−
c = ε−(R0(1 + sΛ)

)−1
,

ε− being the absolute value of the local maximum of the
transcendental function of R0s

∗ in the left-hand side of
Eq. (9), two other solutions (stable one, s∗

−, and unsta-
ble one, s∗

±) are born through a saddle-node bifurcation.

At E = E−
c , these two solutions (stable and unstable)

coincide, and Eq. (9) has only two distinct solutions, s∗
+

and s∗
−. As E increases further, the unstable point s∗

±
and the stable point s∗

+ approach each other and finally
collide and annihilate at E = E+

c , with

E+
c = ε+

(R0(1 + sΛ)
)−1

and ε+ being the absolute value of the local minimum
of the transcendental function of R0s

∗ in the left-hand
side of Eq. (9). At E > E+

c , Eq. (9) has only one solu-
tion, s∗

−, which is stable and tends to zero at large E ,
but always remains finite. The corresponding phase dia-
gram is shown in Fig. 3c. The domains of disease-free
equilibrium (I) and endemic equilibrium (II) are sep-
arated by the phase boundary E = Ee, as in the case
of Λ = 0. The endemic phase has three distinct zones:
II(+) with the stable point s∗

+, II(–) with the stable
point s∗

−, and the middle zone where the both stable
points coexist. The similar zone of coexisting phases, (I)
and II(–), has formed between the domains of disease-
free equilibrium (I) and endemic equilibrium II(–).

Thus, the point sΛ = s
(c)
Λ (Fig. 3b) defines a critical

Λ at which two distinct endemic phases II(+) and II(–)
are formed out from the uniform endemic phase II exist-
ing at sΛ > s

(c)
Λ . When sΛ < s

(c)
Λ , these two phases

coexist at E−
c < E < E+

c . As sΛ decreases from s
(c)
Λ

to zero, the phase boundaries E = E+
c and E = E−

c
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3 Transformation of the phase diagram for the coupled epidemic-resource system described by Eqs. (2) in the case of
external subsidies (Λ > 0). The phase diagrams show the splitting of the endemic phase (II) into two distinct endemic phases
II(+) and II(–), the latter being a forerunner of the collapse phase existing in the case of no subsidies (see Fig. 1). Three
patterns are possible, depending on parameter z0 = sΛR0: (a) the system can occupy either (I) disease-free equilibrium
or (II) endemic equilibrium, depending on parameters E and R0; (b) critical point at which two distinct endemic phases
II(+) and II(–) are formed out from the uniform endemic phase II; (c) the area of the endemic phase II(–) enlarges, with
two new zones formed where phase II(–) coexists with phase (I) and phase II(+). The endemic phase II(–) turns into the
collapse phase III (Fig. 1) in the limit Λ → 0 (z0 → 0)

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4 Temporal dynamics of the coupled epidemic-resource system described by Eqs. (2) in various zones shown in the
phase diagram in Fig. 3c. The plots show the number density of susceptible (active) individuals and normalized resource
function � = ρ/ρ0, with ρ0 = (G + Λ)/ Γ, versus dimensionless time τ = γ 0 t for Γ/γ 0 = 0.2 and R0 = 0.75 in the case of
constant resource inflow (Λ > 0, sΛ = 0.1). When (a) E = 0.4, the system evolves to the endemic state II(+). When E = 0.5,
the system evolves to one of the endemic states (b) II(+) or (c) II(–), depending on the initial conditions {s(0), �(0)}. The
same parameter values resulted in the collapse of the system in the case Λ = 0 (Fig. 2c), which is now mitigated owing to
constant resource inflow. When (d) E = 0.55, the system evolves to the endemic state II(–)

slide down across the logarithmic curve E = Ee until
they reach the boundaries E = Ec [see formula (5)] and
E = 0, respectively. In this limiting case (Λ = 0), the
phase diagram shown in Fig. 3c transforms into the
phase diagram shown in Fig. 1, with the endemic phase
II(–) turning into the collapse phase III.

Figure 4 demonstrates some results of numerical inte-
gration of Eqs. (2) supporting the above conclusions for
one particular case of sΛ < s

(c)
Λ and R0 < 1. When

Ee < E < E−
c , the system evolves to the endemic

state II(+) (stable point s∗
+) at any initial conditions

(Fig. 4a). When E−
c < E < E+

c , two distinct endemic
states, II(+) and II(–), are possible. The system evolves
to one of them (stable points s∗

+ or s∗
−), depending

on the initial conditions {s(0), ρ(0)} (Fig. 4b, c). Note
that the same parameter values (E and R0) resulted
in the collapse of the system in the case of Λ = 0
(Fig. 2c). Finally, when E > E+

c , the system evolves
to the endemic state II(–) (stable point s∗

−) at any
initial conditions (Fig. 4d). In this case, the station-
ary number density s∗

− of active individuals is quite

low, but still above zero. The corresponding stationary
resource value ρ∗ is close to sΛρ0. When E is larger than
E+

c , but still close to it, the evolution from the disease-
free equilibrium (which is unstable in this case) to the
endemic equilibrium s∗

− takes quite a long time and
passes through a quasi-stationary intermediate state,
similar to the case of stair-like collapse described pre-
viously for the case Λ = 0.

The above results indicate that positive Λ serves as
a mitigation factor to the collapse scenario considered
in the previous subsection.

3.3 Constant resource outflow (Λ < 0)

Negative Λ means constant resource outflow from the
system, e.g., in the form of infrastructure expenses,
depreciation, rent, or interest payments. In this case,
the stationary points of Eqs. (2) are found similarly to
the case Λ > 0. The stationary solution to the equation
for ρ is given by formula (8), with sΛ = −|Λ|/G < 0.
In this case, the parameter |sΛ| defines the minimum
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number of active agents required to secure external pay-
ments, e.g., to sustain some infrastructure. To keep the
disease-free equilibrium resource ρ0 positive, the infras-
tructure expenses should not exceed resource acquisi-
tion, so that we might restrict our attention to the
case |Λ| < G.

When the system leaves the disease-free equilibrium
because of epidemic shock, it evolves to another equi-
librium point, with the number density s∗ of active
agents given by Eq. (9). While s∗ > |sΛ|, there are
enough active agents to generate the necessary resource
to secure all the external payments, so that we have
0 < ρ∗ < ρ0. This is the case of endemic equilibrium.
The case s∗ = |sΛ| means the complete depletion of
resource, inasmuch as ρ∗ = 0. This signifies the onset of
the collapse of the economic subsystem, despite the fact
that there is still some number of active agents in the
system. The corresponding critical activation energy for
the transition from the endemic equilibrium to collapse
is

Ec = ε
(R0(1 − |sΛ|))−1

,

where ε is the absolute value of the local minimum of
the transcendental function of R0s

∗ in the left-hand
side of Eq. (9). In particular, ε = e−1 for sΛ = 0 [see
Eq. (5)] and ε = 0 for |sΛ| = R−1

0 . As |sΛ| increases
from 0 to R−1

0 , the triple point in the phase diagram
shown in Fig. 5 slides down across the logarithmic curve
E = Ee until it reaches the point E = 0.

When s∗ < |sΛ|, the stationary resource value
ρ∗ becomes negative. In the statistical mechanics of
money, debt is formally associated with negative money
[15,17,27,56] or antimoney [57]. The same ideology also
applies to the concept of wealth, with negative wealth
associated with debt [58,59]. In this context, a nega-
tive resource formally means that there is no sufficient
resource to secure external payments, and some of these
payments need to be financed through a debt. However,
since the issues of debt are not straightforward, we leave
them for a separate consideration.

4 Collapse mitigation

Our system given by Eqs. (2) consists of two subsys-
tems: the economic one described by resource ρ and
the population one described by the number density
s of active individuals. Accordingly, it can be influ-
enced either through the resource subsystem (e.g., using
certain financial instruments) or through the popula-
tion subsystem (e.g., introducing social regulations like
quarantine or through vaccination). Here, we consider
several illustrative examples of the collapse mitigation
strategies based on our model.

Strategies that affect the economic subsystem are
related to the resource equation and can include subsi-
dies as a particular example. Such a strategy pertains
to the case of Λ > 0, which was considered in Sect. 3.2.

Fig. 5 Phase diagram for the coupled epidemic-resource
system described by Eqs. (2) with constant resource out-
flow (Λ < 0). As |sΛ| = |Λ|/ G increases, the phase bound-
ary (solid black curve) between the endemic phase II and
collapse phase III slides down across the logarithmic curve
E = Ee starting from its position at sΛ = 0 (dashed curve),
until it reaches the point E = 0 at |sΛ| = R−1

0 . The triple
point (point of contact between the phase boundaries) is

located at R0 = z(c), where z(c) is the position of the
minimum of the transcendental function (z − z0) ln z with
z = s∗R0 and z0 = |sΛ|R0

When Λ is positive, which formally means some exter-
nal source of subsidies or money inflow into the sys-
tem, the hard collapse scenario considered in Sect. 3.1
is mitigated. The larger the subsidy amount (parame-
ter Λ), the higher is the endemic number density s∗ of
active agents and the higher is the stationary resource
value ρ∗. Both s∗ and ρ∗ stay positive at any E and
R0, although s∗ can be very small at sufficiently high E
(Fig. 4c,d). Note that another financial strategy might
involve debt as negative money (resource) [15,17,27,56]
and could imply a change in the taxation policy (e.g.,
such as negative income tax [60,61]) through a certain
modification of the model equations at Λ < 0.

Strategies that affect the population subsystem imply
the use of one or another quarantine strategy against
the epidemic. As mentioned in the Introduction, quar-
antine measures can lead to a worsening of the general
socioeconomic situation, at least for some social groups.
Here, we use our simple model to consider a speculative
example demonstrating a possibility of different quar-
antine outcomes.

Quarantine measures are all aimed to reduce the con-
tagion transmission rate, which is defined by the coef-
ficient β in our model given by Eqs. (2). The objective
of most quarantine strategies is to reduce the contact
rate of individuals, their spatial density, to limit their
social activity, to apply vaccination, etc. The transmis-
sion rate β is determined, in particular, by the aver-
age frequency of collisions (contacts) between agents
in population, depending on the mean local population
density at normal conditions (s ≡ 1 in the disease-free
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Fig. 6 Quarantine effect. Deformation of phase diagram
caused by quarantine measures (described by transforma-

tion Q̂k) in the (R0, E) plane for the case Λ = 0. The dashed
curves mark the boundaries of phase domains when there is
no quarantine. The solid curves mark the transformed phase
boundaries in the case of quarantine of strength k = 0.2.
The points A = (e−1, 1) and A′ =

(
(ek)−1, k

)
are the con-

tact points of the phase boundaries. Quarantine can have
an ambiguous effect, depending on initial resource ρ0 and
activation resource (energy) E

state). Here, local density implies a characteristic den-
sity of individuals or mean distance between them in
various social locations like transport, shop, work, etc.,
for a selected social group. Note that the density depen-
dence of β is generally non-monotonous: a lower density
results in a lower collision probability, while a higher
density causes a lower mobility of agents [25].

Suppose that the reduction of β is achieved by
decreasing the local population density as a result
of certain quarantine measures like social distancing,
self-isolation, shortened workday, etc. These quaran-
tine measures should also affect the resource acquisi-
tion rate G (if it depends on local population density as
well) and, as a result, the average income per agent. In
this case, the use of such quarantine measures formally
means that the rate constants β and G are renormal-
ized, namely, β 
→ β′ and G 
→ G′, with β′ < β and
G′ < G.

For simplicity, let us assume that β′ = kβ and
G′ = kG, where the parameter k (0 < k < 1) for-
mally corresponds to the quarantine severity factor.
The smaller the factor k, the stronger are the quar-
antine regulations. We also restrict our attention to the
case Λ = 0.

The phase state of our system corresponds to a point
(R0, E) on the phase diagram (Fig. 1), with R0 = β/γ 0,
E = E Γ/G = E/ρ0, and ρ0 being the initial resource.
The above-described quarantine scenario formally cor-

responds to the scaling transformation

Q̂k : (R0, E) 
→ (R′
0, E ′) = (kR0, E/k)

that maps a given curve E = f(R0) into a curve E(k) =
kf(kR0). The phase boundaries in Fig. 1 are formed by
two curves, Ec = (eR0)−1 and Ee = − ln(R0), with con-
tact point A = (e−1, 1). Transformation Q̂k maps them
into the curves Ec(k) = Ec and Ee(k) = −k ln(kR0),
with contact point A′ =

(
(ek)−1, k

)
sliding down along

the hyperbola Ec(R0) (Fig. 6). This means that imple-
menting the quarantine strategy Q̂k deforms the phase
boundaries and changes the positions of phase domains,
namely, Q̂k: (I, II, III) → (I′, II′, III′).

Figure 6 demonstrates, on one hand, that quarantine
Q̂k always leads to the expansion of the collapse domain
(III ⊂ III′), whose bottom (which is described by for-
mula (7)) goes down. On the other hand, quarantine
results in the contraction of the endemic domain (II′ ⊂
II), whose bottom goes up and shifts. The disease-free
domain partially expands at the same time. In other
words, there exist phase points with relatively high E
(E > k) that, being initially located in the domain I or
II, can appear in the collapse domain III′ after the quar-
antine transformation Q̂k. Alternatively, some points
from domain II with relatively small E (E < k) can
appear in the disease-free domain I′. Note that quaran-
tine of any severity would not prevent the system from
collapsing, inasmuch as the collapse domain III does
not get smaller at any k < 1.

Thus, quarantine can have an ambiguous effect. For
socioeconomic systems with small initial resource ρ0

or high level of minimum resource consumption E,
the above-discussed quarantine strategy can ultimately
result in a collapse even if the system was initially in
quite a controllable situation. On the contrary, quaran-
tine always has a positive effect on systems with high ρ0

or low E, such that it can even suppress the epidemic.
If a quarantine strategy involves only the reduction of

the transmission rate β and has no effect on the resource
acquisition rate G (e.g., in the case of vaccination cam-
paign), it will not lead to a worsening of the general
socioeconomic situation.

Here, we considered the simplest example of the quar-
antine scenario supposing that the epidemic transmis-
sion and resource acquisition rates linearly depend on
population density and using the trivial transforma-
tion of kinetic coefficients, β′/β = G′/G. More general
forms of this transformation can be considered, as well,
namely, β′ ∝ (k)μβ, G′ ∝ (k)νG, allowing for collective
or coherent effects as well as non-trivial concentration
dependencies. Such a consideration would require the
use of a more general kinetic approach.

5 Conclusion

Based on a simple toy model for a socioeconomic sys-
tem, we demonstrated that the activation-type mech-
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anism of the epidemic-resource coupling [see Eq. (1)]
can lead to the collapsing effect. This effect is oppo-
site to the well-known thermal explosion. The activa-
tion parameter E characterizes the minimum consumed
resource needed for the survival of the given social
group or a particular individual, therefore implying the
existence of some “energy” barrier for their survival.
Similar mechanisms are likely to be peculiar to other
population systems as well. Note that a similar for-
mal relationship between thermal explosion and a birth-
death process was discussed in Ref. [62], and its possible
applicability to population dynamics and epidemiology
was also mentioned in Ref. [63].

In this work, we demonstrated that in the case of
limited economic resource, there exists a certain crit-
ical point at which the system collapses at any initial
conditions and can no longer stabilize and return to the
stable pre-epidemic or post-epidemic state. Such a sce-
nario is possible even when the basic reproduction num-
ber R0 is smaller than unity, in contrast to the standard
epidemic models, where the epidemic can spread only
at R0 > 1 [28,29]. Collapse is generally caused by the
reduction of the recovery rate γ. Besides the effect of the
Arrhenius factor, which identifies the probability that
the individual may recover or get help (e.g., a medical
service), the recovery rate can also go down when the
rate constant γ 0 in Eq. (1) gets smaller. In particular,
the parameter γ 0 formally takes into account the num-
ber of attempts the individual needs to make to get
available response. In other words, the average time of
delivery of medical services to the patients gets longer
at smaller γ 0.

We considered several collapse mitigation strategies
that can involve either financial instruments like subsi-
dies and debt or social regulations like quarantine. We
demonstrated that the system’s collapse can partially
be mitigated by external subsidies meaning constant
resource inflow from some external source. On the other
hand, social regulations involving quarantine measures
can have an ambiguous effect. When the initial equi-
librium resource value is high enough and/or the min-
imum level of resource consumption is sufficiently low,
the use of quarantine measures significantly improves
the general socioeconomic situation. However, imple-
menting strict quarantine measures in the case of low
resource can finally lead to the collapse of the system
being initially either in the endemic equilibrium or even
in the disease-free equilibrium. These results provide a
clear illustration to possible outcomes of epidemic-like
systemic shocks.

Note that the hard or catastrophic collapse scenario
considered here is mainly attributed to the simplicity
of the proposed model. The low number of dynamical
variables (s and ρ) makes their behavior strongly cor-
related. Extending the system with additional dynam-
ical variables (like recovered, quarantined, etc. agent
states), i.e., increasing the system dimension would lead
to the attenuation of correlations (e.g., by means of
a retardation mechanism) and would thereby have a
dampening or suppressing effect on the collapse dynam-
ics (see, e.g., Ref. [64]).

In closing, let us make one remark. In the context of
Refs. [20,22–24], the crisis state of the financial market
for a system of economic agents can be associated with a
Bose condensate-like state at low market temperature.
In this regard, it is interesting that our model given
by Eqs. (2) formally describes the dynamics of cooling
of a system of agents due to contagion-induced transi-
tions between two discrete inner states of agents (pas-
sive/active) characterized by two levels of s = {0, 1}.
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